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Iemochi Health & Psych

A subsidiary of Iemochi Innovations & Sales, created in YE 39. Despite years of Nekovalkyrja returning
from service to Yamatai, the rehabilitation for these veterans has always been patchy. Thus, IIS decided
to create a subsidiary that worked around introducing Nekos to civilian life having spent all their life in
the Star Army of Yamatai. They also provide healthcare in the broadest sense possible, catering to all
conditions and diseases as well as running their own hospitals.

About the Iemochi Health & Psych

Iemochi Yakena created the company in YE 39 during the many buyouts that occurred by IIS during this
year. She decided to petition her sister Iemochi Chiyo to make a business venture to help these lost
souls. What emerged was Iemochi Health & Psych, dedicated to helping the Star Army's veterans any
way they can. Later down the creation process, after meeting several veterans Chiyo realised that the
company could provide healthcare to all manner of people and expanded the company into Healthcare as
well.

Logo

The Health & Psych logo depicts a white caduceus (depicting healing) superimposed over a black greek
symbol Psi (which represents the mind).

Motto

“The helping hand.”
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Iemochi Health & Psych
CEO Byujura Niniko

Faction Independent
Product Symbol IIS

Headquarters

The company headquarters are located in Kyoto, Yamatai (Planet). It constitutes of a mediocre-sized
office building conjoined to an adjacent hospital, which serves the most interesting subjects of their
research.

Facilities

The company holds several hospitals, half-way houses and asylums across the Yamatai Star Empire. Most
of these facilities are bought up very cheap when the owner needs to shut down. These facilities are then
renovated to house Nekos who need treatment and rehabilitation.

The company also uses Iemochi Innovations & Sales facilities.

Products

Current Products and Projects

Nekovalkyrja Rehabilitation Programme1.
Yamataian Mental Health Care2.

Past Products and Projects

N/A

OOC Notes

ethereal created this article on 2017/10/24 17:45. Approved here.
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